Journals and articles

**Journal article**


**Article by DOI (with page numbers)**


**Article by DOI (before issue publication and without page numbers)**


**Article in electronic journal by DOI (no paginated version)**


**Newspaper article**


Books and chapters

**Book**


**Book chapter**


**Book, also showing a translator**


**OnlineFirst chapter in a series (without a volume designation but with a DOI)**


**Book, also showing a translated edition [Either edition may be listed first.]**


Online publications

**Online document**


**Online database**


Supplementary material/private homepage


**FTP site**


**Organization site**


---

* This style is based on the reference list style as suggested by the *Chicago Manual of Style* (15th edn.). In order to facilitate automated processing, the citation of Internet publications has been modified and follows the standard structure of journal and book citations.